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Real-life advice for getting through the economic downturn.
You've spent hundreds of hours searching and applying for
jobs in your field, but you still haven't landed anything. What
gives? Unfortunately, in today's market, it doesn't really
matter how impressive your resume is or how well you
interview--there simply aren't enough jobs for everyone. The
Not-Yet-Employed College Graduate Survival Guide isn't just
another career handbook. Inside, you'll find honest, real-life
advice and strategies for dealing with the downturn in the job
market. Since it'll be some time before the current economic
climate changes, this book shows you how to switch your
focus toward your immediate needs--such as paying off
student loans and making rent each month--in order to
alleviate the debt you've accumulated while in school. You'll
also learn how to position yourself as a standout candidate
when jobs arise with valuable exercises that sharpen your
interview skills, professional online presence, and resume.
With The Not-Yet-Employed College Graduate Survival
Guide, you won't have to give up on your dream career to
make ends meet today.
Undergraduate students come to college from a myriad of
pathwaysfor a variety of purposes, and the same can be said
of them as theyleave to head off into their next endeavors.
Arguably, the mostimportant goal of higher education is to
prepare students toachieve their postcollege aspirations, and
campuses typicallypursue that goal through a combination of
curricular andco-curricular programs and services for
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contemporary contextand practice related to helping students
with their after-collegetransition from one form of education
(two-year or four-year) tothe next (four-year, graduate, or
professional school), fromeducation to workforce, or from
education to military service. This is the 138th volume of this
Jossey-Bass highereducation quarterly series. An
indispensable resource for vicepresidents of student affairs,
deans of students, studentcounselors, and other student
services professionals, NewDirections for Student Services
offers guidelines andprograms for aiding students in their total
development: emotional,social, physical, and intellectual.
"Includes exclusive online content"--Cover.
"The organizing principle for this anthology is the common
Native American heritage of its authors; and yet that thread
proves to be the most tenuous of all, as the experience of
indigeneity differs radically for each of them. While many
experience a centripetal pull toward a cohesive Indian
experience, the indications throughout these essays lean
toward a richer, more illustrative panorama of difference.
What tends to bind them together are not cultural practices or
spiritual attitudes per se, but rather circumstances that have
no exclusive province in Indian country: that is, first and
foremost, poverty, and its attendant symptoms of violence,
substance abuse, and both physical and mental illness....
Education plays a critical role in such lives: many of the
authors recall adoring school as young people, as it
constituted a place of escape and a rare opportunity to
thrive.... While many of the writers do return to their tribal
communities after graduation, ideas about 'home' become
more malleable and complicated."—from the IntroductionI Am
Where I Come From presents the autobiographies of thirteen
Native American undergraduates and graduates of Dartmouth
College, ten of them current and recent students. Twenty
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First Peoples: Native American College Graduates Tell Their
Life Stories, also about the experiences of Native American
students at Dartmouth College. I Am Where I Come From
addresses similar themes and experiences, but it is very
much a new book for a new generation of college
students.Three of the essays from the earlier book are
gathered into a section titled "Continuing Education," each
followed by a shorter reflection from the author on his or her
experience since writing the original essay. All three have
changed jobs multiple times, returned to school for advanced
degrees, started and increased their families, and, along the
way, continuously revised and refined what it means to be
Indian.The autobiographies contained in I Am Where I Come
From explore issues of native identity, adjustment to the
college environment, cultural and familial influences, and
academic and career aspirations. The memoirs are notable
for their eloquence and bravery.
In high school, everyone's talking about college. What to do.
Where to go. Why it's important. Classes are given on it.
Books are written about it. But details get left out. Every year,
college graduates learn this the hard way as they step into
adulthood. I was one of them. After earning a four-year
degree, I went through two of the worst years of my life. Not
that my situation is unique. I am a part of a generation that
was told to go to college first and sort out the details later.
Most of us did. We chased the promise of a big shiny future,
and we ended up being chased by the mistakes of our past.
That's not to say we completely regretted going. This book
isn't a list of privileged millennial complaints. It's a collection
of wisdom gained in less than pleasant ways. It's a story of
hardship, failure, victory, and perseverance. It's all of the
things we wish someone had told us. And it takes place
before college, in college, after college, and without college.
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beautiful journey from youth to maturity. This is the college
book that no one ever gave us.
"Draws upon the experiences of hundreds of former players
as they describe their lives after their football days are over. It
also incorporates stories about their playing careers, even
before entering the NFL, to provide context for understanding
their current situations. The authors begin with an analysis of
the 'bubble'-like conditions of privilege that NFL players
experience while playing, conditions that often leave players
unprepared for the real world once they retire and must
manage their own lives. The book also examines the key
issues affecting former NFL players in retirement: social
isolation, financial concerns, inadequate career planning,
psychological challenges, and physical
injuries"--Amazon.com.
Create a five-year plan that covers all aspects of daily
life—including work, finances, and health—with this all-inclusive
guide to successfully reaching your goals after college
graduation. The celebrations have ended and you’ve finally
graduated from college. But the one looming question
remains over every recent grad’s head: what’s next? In this
book, you’ll find a detailed guide to putting together a fiveyear plan to set yourself up for success. No need to stress
about having the rest of your life mapped out—instead, you’ll
focus on how to make the most after graduation so you can
thrive in the years to come. Whether you’re looking for
advice on turning your first job out of college to a long-term
career or need some tips on managing your money so you
can pay down your student debt (and treat yourself), you’ll
find all that and more in What Next?. Filled with advice from
journalist and lifestyle blogger Elana Lyn Gross, What Next?
includes all the tools you need to achieve your goals one step
at a time. Offering helpful guidance on every aspect of life,
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Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2015. Shortlisted for the
Baileys Prize for Women's Fiction 2016. Finalist for the
National Book Awards 2015. The million copy bestseller, A
Little Life by Hanya Yanagihara, is an immensely powerful
and heartbreaking novel of brotherly love and the limits of
human endurance. When four graduates from a small
Massachusetts college move to New York to make their way,
they're broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and
ambition. There is kind, handsome Willem, an aspiring actor;
JB, a quick-witted, sometimes cruel Brooklyn-born painter
seeking entry to the art world; Malcolm, a frustrated architect
at a prominent firm; and withdrawn, brilliant, enigmatic Jude,
who serves as their centre of gravity. Over the decades, their
relationships deepen and darken, tinged by addiction,
success, and pride. Yet their greatest challenge, each comes
to realize, is Jude himself, by midlife a terrifyingly talented
litigator yet an increasingly broken man, his mind and body
scarred by an unspeakable childhood, and haunted by what
he fears is a degree of trauma that he'll not only be unable to
overcome – but that will define his life forever.
"The first year out was one of the hardest years of my life."
—Curt The years after college can be some of the most
uncertain, unstable times of life. Recent graduates grieve the
loss of community, question their place in the world and
struggle to find meaningful work. It can be shocking to
discover that college did not fully prepare you for the
challenges you now face. "It's much rougher than I thought. I
thought things would just play out, and they didn't. I don't
have friends, I don't have a job and I hang out with my
parents every night." —Kate But you are not alone. For more
than a decade, Erica Young Reitz has specialized in helping
college seniors and recent graduates navigate the transition
to post-college life. Drawing on best practices and research
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faithfulness and flourishing during a critical, transitional time.
This practical guide addresses the top issues graduates face:
making decisions, finding friends, managing money,
discerning your calling and much more. Discover how you
can thrive beyond your undergraduate years. If you feel lost
in transition, here are resources to help you flourish as a
Christ-follower in a complex world.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2020 From
award-winning higher education journalist and New York
Times bestselling author Jeffrey Selingo comes a revealing
look from inside the admissions office—one that identifies
surprising strategies that will aid in the college search. Getting
into a top-ranked college has never seemed more impossible,
with acceptance rates at some elite universities dipping into
the single digits. In Who Gets In and Why, journalist and
higher education expert Jeffrey Selingo dispels entrenched
notions of how to compete and win at the admissions game,
and reveals that teenagers and parents have much to gain by
broadening their notion of what qualifies as a “good college.”
Hint: it’s not all about the sticker on the car window. Selingo,
who was embedded in three different admissions offices—a
selective private university, a leading liberal arts college, and
a flagship public campus—closely observed gatekeepers as
they made their often agonizing and sometimes life-changing
decisions. He also followed select students and their parents,
and he traveled around the country meeting with high school
counselors, marketers, behind-the-scenes consultants, and
college rankers. While many have long believed that
admissions is merit-based, rewarding the best students, Who
Gets In and Why presents a more complicated truth, showing
that “who gets in” is frequently more about the college’s
agenda than the applicant. In a world where thousands of
equally qualified students vie for a fixed number of spots at
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decisions based on a variety of factors—like diversity, money,
and, ultimately, whether a student will enroll if accepted. One
of the most insightful books ever about “getting in” and what
higher education has become, Who Gets In and Why not only
provides an usually intimate look at how admissions decisions
get made, but guides prospective students on how to
honestly assess their strengths and match with the schools
that will best serve their interests.
College is all fun and games until you graduate and find out
what really happens. Without any doubt, post-graduation life
is not as carefree as college. Star-eyed graduates expect
their dream jobs to fall in their lap as they set foot into the real
world. However, the truth is that the adult-world has more
challenges than anyone prepares students for. People often
advise students on how to survive college and reach the
finish line, but how many people tell you the next step after
you cross it?
This report presents findings of the second follow-up in the
Baccalaureate and Beyond Study, a longitudinal study which
is tracking students who received a bachelor's degree in
academic year 1992-93. Major findings indicated that: (1)
when they graduated from college, 85 percent of the degree
recipients expected to earn an advanced degree; by 1997, 30
percent had actually enrolled, 21 percent had either attained
a degree or were still enrolled, and 9 percent had left without
a degree; and that (2) overall, 89 percent of the original group
were employed in April 1997, 76 percent were working only,
another 13 percent were combining school and work, 5
percent were enrolled only, and 6 percent were neither
working nor enrolled. Following an executive summary, the
main body of the report analyzes findings concerning
educational expectations in 1993 and 1997; progression to
graduate and first-professional education; and actual
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compendium presents tables showing data on the
employment and enrollment status of 1992-93 college
graduates. A glossary and technical notes are appended.
(DB)
Graduating college is a momentous achievement. But once
the diploma is awarded and the parties are over...now what?
What's the next step? How do we bridge the gap between our
college days and the "real world"? That's where the experts at
Quick and Dirty Tips come in. Their wisdom and experience
will turn your uncertainty into confidence, your ineptitude into
skill, and your questions into answers. In this essential guide
for life after college, 12 experts from the Quick and Dirty Tips
network tackle the most important issues facing every recent
grad. Including: - How do I get a job? - Should I go to law
school? - How do I lose the weight I gained in college? - Can
writing become a career? - Is my resume causing my
unemployment? - How do I stock a healthy kitchen on a
budget? - How can I use math to land my dream job? And
many others! Incorporate this insightful advice into your postcollege life and you'll cruise straight to real life success!
At a time when STEM research and new technologies are
dominating the curricula of colleges and universities, this
important book refocuses the conversation on holistic
education for all students. Organized around the most
important and difficult questions that students face, Preparing
Students for Life Beyond College explores a vision of
education that will enable students to talk about universal
issues openly and honestly, preparing them for life beyond
their formal education. Featuring a variety of traditional and
innovative pedagogies, strategies, recommendations, and
case studies, this practical resource provides student affairs
practitioners and higher education faculty in a variety of
disciplines with concrete approaches for developing
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reflection. This exciting book prepares colleges and
universities to help students create meaning in their lives—no
matter the discipline, campus location or delivery system.
Once you leave the protective bubble of campus, you'll
immediately face a host of real-world challenges and choices
that college simply didn't prepare you for. For example, did
you know??70% of new college graduates are still financially
dependent on their parents two years later - but every $5,000
of assistance they give you could cost them $20,000 when
they retire? (See Chapter 1)?If you choose to live with a
roommate, you might be financially and criminally liable for
their bad behavior? (See Chapter 2)?On the first day of your
first job, any one of several mistakes could cost you
thousands of dollars within a year? (See Chapter 3)?The
average 25-year-old has $3,000 of credit card debt, and is
likely paying 50% extra for every item they charge to their
credit card? (See Chapter 5)?The retirement savings you put
away before your 30th birthday might matter more than all the
money you put away for the rest of your career? (See
Chapter 6)?The average college graduate changes jobs three
times before turning 30 - but hasn't saved enough money to
live on between jobs? (See Chapter 9)?A new college
graduate has a 25% chance of being arrested before age 26 and the police are allowed to lie about what evidence they
have in order to extract a confession? (See Chapter 11)?91%
of couples with children describe parenting as the greatest joy
of their life - yet most parents struggle to meet the $250,000
average cost of raising a child? (See Chapter 15) Life Beyond
College: Everything They Didn't Teach You About Your First
10 Years After Graduation explains dozens of important
issues you're about to face and gives you practical advice on
how to deal with them. No vague philosophizing, no clichéd
bromides, and certainly no judgment - just 318 pages of
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help you start the next stage of your life on the right foot and
avoid early mistakes that could set you back for years.
Do You Know Which Career Path to Follow After You
Graduate? This year, over 1.6 million students will graduate
college with a Bachelor's degree. After spending tens of
thousands of dollars on their education, many will find
themselves absorbed in to the workforce in a career field
unrelated to their college major. These once hopeful students
will become discouraged and uncertain about their future,
some may spend many years feeling unfulfilled in a career
where their passions and purpose are unmet. You can avoid
this predicament; there is a better way. In College to Career:
The Student Guide to Career and Life Navigation,
accomplished human resources professional, author, and
consultant Mark A. Griffin helps readers to: -Target the career
ideally suited to their personality-Define their unique voice-Set
up practical, actionable steps through each stage of collegeTranslate their education to a meaningful career This is not a
self-help book for finding employment. This is a book to help
you create your best options, now and into the future. It is a
book to steer you through careful planning and vision casting,
toward achieving and enjoying a satisfying life professionally,
financially, and personally. As a bonus, this book includes
several interviews from top experts in their fields. You will
learn from leaders in organizations which includes: the Dallas
Cowboys, Management Recruiters International, Florida A &
M, James Madison University, Hope International and more.
They will share their tips for success as well as hurdles they
have overcome. Whether you are a student just starting
college, a parent wanting to guide your child in the right
direction, or a graduate seeking direction in your career, you
have come to the right place. Don't waste another minute
living aimlessly. Begin your future today! Interviews With
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Deputy Director of Human Resources for NASA-Johnson
Space Center Ms. Heidi Weingartner, Chief Human
Resources Officer of the Dallas Cowboys Mr. Alan Collins,
Founder of Success in HR and the Vice President-Human
Resources at PepsiCo Mr. Dan Lasse, President of
Management Recruiters of St. Charles Ms. Jennifer Litwiller,
Academic and Career Advisor at James Madison University
Mr. David Copeland, Director of Human Resources - North
America for Jabra Mr. Peter Greer, President and CEO of
HOPE International Ms. Joyce Ingram, Assistant Vice
President and Chief Human Resources Officer at Florida
Agricultural & Mechanical University Ms. Kyle Shuford,
Principal FrontGate Staffing

Presents advice and written exercises for college
graduates, covering issues that deal with work,
friends, family, dating, health, leisure, personal
growth, and life goals.
Just graduated? Feeling a little lost? Life After
College is like a portable life coach, giving you
straightforward guidance on maneuvering the real
world--along with tips, inspiration, and exercises for
getting you where you want to go. Congrats, you've
graduated! You have your whole life ahead of you.
Do you feel overwhelmed? Unsure? Deluged with
information, but no real plan? Jenny Blake's Life
After College gives you practical, actionable advice,
helping you to navigate every area of your life--from
work, money, dating, health, family, and personal
growth--to help you see the big picture. It will get you
focusing on your goals, dreams, and highest
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want. Now in a repackaged edition!
From the bestselling author of College Unbound
comes a hopeful, inspiring blueprint to help alleviate
parents’ anxiety and prepare their college-educated
child to successfully land a good job after
graduation. Saddled with thousands of dollars of
debt, today’s college students are graduating into an
uncertain job market that is leaving them financially
dependent on their parents for years to come—a
reality that has left moms and dads wondering: What
did I pay all that money for? There Is Life After
College offers students, parents, and even recent
graduates the practical advice and insight they need
to jumpstart their careers. Education expert Jeffrey
Selingo answers key questions—Why is the transition
to post-college life so difficult for many recent
graduates? How can graduates market themselves
to employers that are reluctant to provide on-the-job
training? What can institutions and individuals do to
end the current educational and economic
stalemate?—and offers a practical step-by-step plan
every young professional can follow. From the end of
high school through college graduation, he lays out
exactly what students need to do to acquire the skills
companies want. Full of tips, advice, and insight, this
wise, practical guide will help every student, no
matter their major or degree, find real
employment—and give their parents some peace of
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Need a job? An apartment? Insurance? A plan to
pay for it all, without going into debt? Know how to
cook and iron? And what ever happened to the
weekend keg party? It seems like only yesterday that
you were tossing your graduation cap in the air.
Now, youOCOre confronted with challenging realworld questions. ThereOCOs no need to stress.
HereOCOs help. Hundreds of graduates help you
navigate the real world with hard-won wisdom, tips,
and advice. ItOCOs an orientation guide to
becoming a successful, semi-mature adult. "Life
After College" is the roommate every new college
grad needs. Topics covered include: OCo Finding
and Keeping Your Dream Job OCo Working Well
with Bosses and Coworkers OCo The Perfect Place
to Live OCo and How to Get There OCo Off-Campus
Love OCo Cooking, Clothing, Etiquette OCo and
Other Grown-Up Stuff OCo Is Grad School for You?
OCo Savvy Advice on Budgeting OCo and Getting
By with Less With a special financialOC how-toOCO
guide from the American Institute for Economic
Research. "
The guide all college graduates need as they
embark on life in the real world Graduation is a time
of tough questions whose answers we don’t—and
sometimes can’t—know the day we receive our
diploma. Determined to power through the
uncertainty of post-graduation, bestselling author
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quest to gather the best guidance possible from
more than thirty highly successful people working in
fields like business, media, fashion, technology,
sports, and philanthropy. Along the way, Katherine
uncovered the essential and often surprising advice
they have for graduates, including answers to
questions like: • How do I find my first job in a tough
economy? • How do I decide between a career that
pays well and one that I’m passionate about? • How
do I balance work with friends, relationships, and
family? • Should I take a “gap year” before starting
my first job? • What should I do about my student
loan debt? Drawing on the stories and real-life
experiences of contributors such as Anderson
Cooper, Eva Longoria, Blake Mycoskie of TOMS
shoes, Lauren Bush Lauren, Andy Cohen, Meghan
McCain, Gayle King, and more, Katherine has
written the must-have guide for recent and soon-tobe graduates as they prepare to seek success and
fulfillment in their work, relationships, and lives.
College graduation means that you are likely headed
to many new beginnings: a new city, a new job or
school, new faces, new routines. Take the time right
now to appreciate your past years in college and to
think through where you want to head in the near
and long term. Whether your next step is more
school, a new job, travel, or exploration, you can use
the prompts in this journal as a general guide to help
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start planning for a great new life.
An honest and deeply reported account of five
women and the opportunities and frustrations they
face in the year following their graduation from an
elite university. Recent Princeton graduate Caroline
Kitchener weaves together her experiences from her
first year after college with that of four of her peers in
order to delve more deeply into what the world now
offers a female college graduate, and how the world
perceives them. Each of the five girls in this diverse
group were expected to attend college—but most had
no clear expectations for their futures postgraduation. And as Kitchener follows each member
of the group, it becomes harder to reduce them to
stereotypes, harder either to defend or to judge their
choices. Kitchener navigates expertly between the
very personal and the wider sociological
perspectives as she outlines a chronological year in
the lives of all five women, illuminating and clarifying
each one of their choices, victories, and foibles. Both
a broad and an intensely individual exploration, Post
Grad is a portrait of the shifting environment of that
important year after graduation, as well as an
intimate look at how a select group of very different
individuals handles its challenges—navigating family
tensions, relationships, jobs, and that ever-elusive
notion of independence.
What is the value of a college degree? The four-year
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is the belief that higher education offers a ticket to a
better life. But with student-loan debt surpassing the
$1 trillion mark and unemployment of college
graduates at historic highs, people are beginning to
question that value. In College (Un)bound, Jeffrey J.
Selingo, editor at large of the Chronicle of Higher
Education, argues that America's higher education
system is broken. The great credentials race has
turned universities into big businesses and fostered
an environment where middle-tier colleges can
command elite university-level tuitions while
concealing staggeringly low graduation rates and
churning out students with few of the skills needed
for a rapidly evolving job market. Selingo not only
turns a critical eye on the current state of higher
education but also predicts how technology will
transform it for the better. Free massive online open
courses (MOOCs) and hybrid classes, adaptive
learning software, and the unbundling of traditional
degree credits will increase access to high-quality
education regardless of budget or location and tailor
lesson plans to individual needs. One thing is
certain: the class of 2020 will have a radically
different college experience than their parents had.
Incisive, urgent, and controversial, College
(Un)bound is a must-have for prospective students,
parents, and anyone concerned with the future of
American higher education.
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Quitter and Start comes the definitive guide to
getting your dream job. When you don't like your job,
Sunday isn't really a weekend day. It's just preMonday. But what if you could call a Do Over and
actually look forward to Monday? Starting on the first
day you got paid to scoop ice cream or restock
shelves, you’ve had the chance to develop the four
elements all great careers have in common:
relationships, skills, character, and hustle. You
already have each of those, to one degree or
another. Now it’s time to amplify them and apply
them in a new way, so you can call a Do Over on
your career, at any age. You’ll need a Do Over
because you’ll eventually face at least one of these
major transitions: • You’ll hit a Career Ceiling and
get stuck, requiring sharp skills to free yourself. •
You’ll experience a Career Bump and unexpectedly
lose your job, requiring strong relationships to
survive. • You’ll make a Career Jump to a new role,
requiring solid character to push through uncertainty
and chaos. • You’ll get a surprise Career
Opportunity, requiring dedicated hustle to take
advantage of it. Jon Acuff’s unique approach will
give you the resources to reinvent your work, get
unstuck, and get the job you’ve always wanted!
REAL LIFE NOTES is a mentoring guide for new
graduates and twentysomethings, especially for
career, but also for perspective, relationships and
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making money, figuring out what to do if you feel
clueless, and much more. With over 100 quotations,
many with an edge for this audience.
Our prevailing vision of social progress is fatally
dependent on a false promise: that there will always
be more and more for everyone. Forged in the
crucible of capitalism, this foundational myth has
come dangerously unravelled. The relentless pursuit
of eternal growth has delivered ecological
destruction, financial fragility, social instability and
the biggest global health crisis in a century. What
should we do when our myths desert us? How are
we to adjust to a new economic normal? What does
life after capitalism look like? Weaving together
philosophical reflection, economic insight and social
vision, Tim Jackson’s provocative thesis is that a
post growth society is a richer, not a poorer one.
Material progress has changed our lives – in many
ways for the better. But the luxury of having can too
easily obscure the happiness of belonging, the
satisfaction of achieving and the simple lightness of
being. A genuine prosperity demands a deeper
respect for relationship and meaning than capitalism
allows. Jackson’s far-reaching essay is both a
manifesto for system change and an invitation to
rekindle a deeper conversation about the nature of
the human condition.
"Dr. Allison McWilliams has hit the nail right on the
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ideas for recent college grads who are getting too
much inspiration and too little useable help
addressing the substantial challenge of building their
lives after college. Much of the literature for this
audience patronizingly over-compliments them ("You
are amazing and can do anything ') or over-criticizes
them ("Today's young adults are so entitled - they're
impossible "). Neither of these categorizations is
accurate or helpful - quite the opposite. Dr.
McWilliams distills her substantial experience in
working in some of the most advanced careerpreparatory institutions in the country well by picking
five key areas for grads to focus their efforts in
building a life they own and can love. Her
assessments of what's needed directly complements
our decade-plus of work in the Stanford Life Design
Lab. Her counsel spans the wide swath of necessary
critical skills ranging from forming deep habits of
personal reflection to navigating the tactical
constraints of that tough first job out of college many
grads will get. She tells it like it is without making
assumptions or judgments about her reader and
balances artfully conversing with her reader and
challenging them via exercises to do the work. Like
Dr. McWilliams, our team believes that successfully
journeying those first five years after graduation (and
defining what success is wisely ) is terrifically
important. If you love anyone who is currently or
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of giving them this book." Dave Evans, Co-Author,
New York Times #1 Bestseller Designing Your Life,
and Co-Founder, Stanford Life Design Lab *** Young
adults making their way from college to life-aftercollege face a multitude of decisions, challenges,
and opportunities. How do you build skills and
experiences that will benefit you in the future, when
you are on the lowest rung of the professional
ladder, or in a job that doesn't seem to be going
anywhere? How do you balance creating a life with
professional demands when your time is not your
own? How do you ensure you are practicing selfcare - physically, mentally, financially, and
emotionally - when you don't know what the
resources are to do that? How do you build
community and find friends? How do you build your
network and find mentors? And, how do you take
ownership for what comes next? These and many
others are the questions that all young professionals
should be asking themselves, especially in the
critical first five years out of college. This is the time
when you will discover more about yourself than at
any other point in your life. You will discover
strengths, interests, and beliefs that will guide your
future career and life decisions. You will learn
professional and life skills and habits that will be the
foundation for your future professional selves. You
will begin to discern what matters to you, and begin
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And, you largely will be expected to do all of this
work on your own. Where do you begin? FIVE FOR
YOUR FIRST FIVE is based on twenty years of
experience working with college students and young
adults as they make this sometimes challenging and
overwhelming transition from college to life-aftercollege. It combines real-life stories and
experiences, from young adults who have already
navigated through these waters, with tools,
strategies, discussion, and reflection questions. The
reader is encouraged to do real, intentional work
while exploring the five key areas: Do the Work,
Build a Life, Create Community, Practice Reflection,
and Own What's Next. Part workbook, part wise
counselor and mentor, FIVE FOR YOUR FIRST
FIVE provides meaningful insight into what can
happen when you truly take ownership for your
career and life. ***
"This informative no nonsense guide covers diverse
topics from moving back home to money
management to job etiquette to searching for your
first apartment and more."--Cover p. [4].
The Struggle is Real: Is there Life After College? is
the compilation of short stories, poetry, essays,
drawings, and photography you never knew you
needed (but now that you know you need it, you
should definitely buy it). Although the collection
covers a wide range of topics, from political satire to
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mental health awareness to millennial...stuff, all of
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the pieces fit under the broad motif of 'struggle,' and
what it truly looks like in 2015. All proceeds from the
sale of this book go to the faith-based, anti-trafficking
organization, Redemption of Rahab (RoR), a group
of awesome people, who work in Washington, D.C.
to get women out of the sex industry. As an
intelligent, successful, attractive, and socially
conscious consumer, you can only benefit from
procuring a copy of this book.
How do you get a fulfilling job after college? What if
you're still living with your parents? What's it like
navigating hook-ups, dating, and new friendships
outside campus life? Millions of books, blog posts,
personal essays, and advice columns are written
about college, but what about after college? Those
first few years of finding your footing in the real world
are filled with transitional crises and fraught
introspection. You’re a freshman all over again. The
thirty-eight stories in Freshman Year of Life tell the
truth about life beyond college graduation from the
voices of people a few years out. Some of their
experiences are funny, some heartwarming; some
are about their successes, and others reflect their
failures. There are stories about going from a
committed college relationship to casual dating in an
unfamiliar city, navigating a toxic work environment,
learning how to stay patient in a part of your life that
isn’t defined by semesters and finals, and tackling
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not have had to do since college orientation. The
stories in Freshman Year of Life are just the
beginning. There are a multitude of different
experiences out there, and one of them will be your
own. It’s not the end of the conversation; it’s the
start. Find out how these writers survived their
freshman year of life: Aaron Gilbreath • Aileen
Garcia • Alana Massey • Alexandra Molotkow •
Alison Gilbert • Ashley Ford • Bijan Stephen •
Cameron Summers • Carvell Wallace • Chloe
Angyal • Emily Gould • Eric Anthony Glover • Gala
Mukomolova • Jamie Lauren Keiles • Jason
Diamond • Jenny Zhang • Justin Warner • Kevin
Nguyen • Kristin Russo • Lane Moore • Laura
Willcox • Lauren Wachenfeld • Lincoln Blades • Lori
Adelman • Mara Wilson • Mira Gonzalez • Molly
Soda • Myisha Battle • Nia King • Nisha Bhat •
Paulette Perhach • Sam Zabell • Sarah Mirk •
Scaachi Koul • Shannon Keating • Skylar Kergil •
Whitney Mixter This book came about through a
collaboration with MindSumo.com, an online forum
that reaches out to college students to solve
business, tech, and design challenges. We asked
MindSumo’s community of students what book they
wanted most upon graduating, and this is it.
Clever little ways to improve your daily life!
Transitioning from college to “real life” has never been
easy. Life After College aims to help recent grads
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more than just success in the workplace, the authors
offer practical advice for all points of life—from time
management at home to establishing friendships, love,
and relationships. This book will help any recent grad
build a fulfilling life.
So You Graduated College is a colorful and insightful
book packed with valuable financial advice and personal
experiences, to which young adults can relate. Of
course, it will help prepare the reader for success in the
real world, but it is also enjoyable to read. Through an
ideal mixture of factual information, insight, and humor,
this book will capture the reader's attention while
simultaneously providing a wealth of knowledge
essential to success in the financial world.
Marilyn Mc Green Hotz is the go-to-expert to call on if
you are ready to launch your life after college. You only
have one life. Read this book and get the practical and
inspirational advice you need to make it a great one!
Marta Tracy - Author, Starring You President, Marta
Tracy Entertainment
After the parties, the frat rushes, the Big Test and the Big
Game, the caffeinated all-nighters, and the pomp and
circumstance, life comes knocking. Finding a job and
keeping it; renting an apartment or sharing a sublet;
dealing with your own money instead of your parents’
money; looking for love (and looking and looking . . . ):
who knew how complicated the world after college would
be? Nearly 800 contributors to this How to Survive book
found out, and happily share their hard-won insights.
This useful, upbeat book collects stories, tips, and advice
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without losing passion, taking care of one’s health,
finding a great job, and not going home for the holidays
for the first time. Covering both the psychological
adjustments and the nuts and bolts of daily life as a
grown-up, How to Survive the Real World is witty,
practical, and the perfect gift for the nervous grad.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTELLER In love for
the first time, a son’s decisions about the future divides
his family in this fearless and thought-provoking novel
from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of lifechanging fiction. When eighteen-year-old Tommy Baxter
declares to his family that he wants to be a police officer
after graduation, his mother, Reagan, won’t hear of it.
After all, she’s still mourning the death of her own father
on September 11 and she’s determined to keep her son
safe from danger. But Tommy’s father, Luke, is proud of
Tommy’s decision. He would make a kind and
compassionate cop. Meanwhile, Tommy is in love for the
first time. His sweet relationship with Annalee Miller is
almost too good to be true. Tommy begins seriously
thinking about the far off day when he can ask her to
marry him but she hasn’t been feeling well. Tests reveal
the unthinkable. While his girlfriend begins the fight of
her life, Tommy is driven to learn more about the
circumstances surrounding his birth and the grandfather
he never knew. Secrets come to light that rock Tommy’s
world, and he becomes determined to spend his future
fighting crime and bringing peace to the streets. Or is this
just his way to fight a battle he cannot win—the one facing
Annalee? Blending romance and family drama, Truly,
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the only way to live with passion is truly, madly, deeply.
A handbook disclosing approaches for financial
independence, building strong relationships and
establishing a profession for today's twenty-somethings.
Albu's perspective on the challenges millennials face
offers an insider look into navigating life after college.
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